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What is the Mapping Project?

Welcome to the Mapping Project. We are a multi-generational
collective of activists and organizers on the land of the
Massachusett, Pawtucket, Naumkeag, and other tribal nations
(Boston, Cambridge, and surrounding areas) who wanted to
develop a deeper understanding of local institutional support for the
colonization of Palestine and harms that we see as linked, such as
policing, US imperialism, and displacement/ethnic cleansing. Our
work is grounded in the realization that oppressors share tactics
and institutions – and that our liberation struggles are connected.
We wanted to visualize these connections in order to see where our
struggles intersect and to strategically grow our local organizing
capacities.

Our interactive map illustrates some ways in which institutional
support for the colonization of Palestine is structurally tied to
policing and systemic white supremacy here where we live, and to
US imperialist projects in other countries. Our map also shows the
connections between harms such as privatization and medical
apartheid, which are often facilitated by universities and their
corporate partners. Since local universities engage in these multiple



forms of oppression and produce much of the ruling class, and
because they are major land holders in our area, we've emphasized
the university as a central nexus that ties together many of the
harms traced on the map. (For more on what we think the map
reveals, see What We See page and read our articles.)

We acknowledge that our map is not a complete representation of
local institutions responsible for the colonization of Palestine or
other harms such as policing, US imperialism, and displacement.
We also recognize that the struggles of local Indigenous nations
against US colonization are underrepresented on our map. We
would be grateful for suggestions and knowledge shared with us by
those who engage with our map, and hope it can continue to grow
and improve through your contributions.

This map is intended first and foremost to cultivate relationships
between organizers across movements and deepen our political
analyses as we build community power. Building community power,
for us, has meant seeking the knowledge of those organizing in
community with us and highlighting the radical analyses and
resistance of earlier generations which have been suppressed.

Our goal in pursuing this collective mapping was to reveal the local
entities and networks that enact devastation, so we can dismantle
them. Every entity has an address, every network can be disrupted.

View map

total of 497 entities, 1376 links

View the interactive map

View the plain-text version

Read our definitions of entity types, link types, and harms.

Articles

The Architecture of Banishment
Displacement (or "gentrification") is often incorrectly conceptualized
as an unintentional consequence of inevitable transformations
which occur in urban areas over time. The Berklee College of



Music's "homeless spikes" are a stark reminder of the intentionality
behind the efforts of local universities and tech, biotech, and
pharmaceutical corporations to reshape the Boston area into a
haven for majority white and professional populations, through the
planned banishment of preexisting (Black and Brown, working-
class) communities deemed undesirable.

Boston's Colonial Universities Grab Land for Profit, War, and
Medical Apartheid
Universities in Cambridge and Boston colonize land and put it to
work for private profit, imperial war, and perpetuation of medical
apartheid. These land grabs increase property values and rent,
fueling the displacement and ethnic cleansing of local communities.
Yet history shows that this colonial loop can be disrupted, and has
been challenged at every stage by organized resistance of the
people it seeks to push out.

Prison in Plain Sight: Visualizing the Economic Veins That Fuel Our
Carceral Reality
The prison system is all around us, but by design its operational
management, economic lifeblood, and imperialist links are hidden if
we are not paying close attention. The system sustains itself
through corporate capture of public funds, ongoing extraction of
wealth from incarcerated peoples' families and loved ones, and
predation of Black and Brown communities. Organized
communities and movements can dismantle this system – but we
must have the awareness, knowledge, and relationships to fight
against each head of this hydra. We must organize far and wide
against the harms of US empire at home and abroad, from Boston
to Ferguson to Haiti to the African continent and around the globe.

Zionism, Policing and Empire: A Dispatch from the Mapping Project
Examines the networking of police agencies across Massachusetts
as highly militarized forces that share resources and information to
enforce the intersecting systems of white supremacy and
capitalism, and reveals their connections to universities, weapons
companies, and certain NGOs. It highlights the role of the
Department of Homeland Security, with its use of "counterterrorism"
as a catch-all for programs of surveillance and militarization, in



organizing and funding these networks, often using Israel as a point
of reference for ideology, policy, technology and organization.

Mapping US Imperialism
US imperialism is the greatest threat to life on the planet. This
article explores the vast and complicated network of US
imperialism, both hard and soft power, then turns its focus to the
Harvard Kennedy School of Government, a local institution that
demonstrates the level of ideological and material cooperation
required for the machinery of US imperialism to function.

Massachusetts' Imperialist Landscape
European colonization brought a form of cannibalism to Turtle
Island, and American imperialism has continued to cannibalize lives
ever since. This cannibalistic enterprise requires land. On the
colonized land known as “Massachusetts,” we find a dense network
of centers that support US imperialism. We visualize some
elements of this network with a few maps.

The Police Executive Research Forum, the ACLU, and
Counterinsurgency
The Police Executive Research Forum (PERF) brings together
police executives from across the country for yearly meetings at
Boston University, and also organizes meetings between US police
executives with their counterparts in Israel and in other colonial and
repressive regimes. This article looks at their 2018 handbook The
Police Response to Mass Demonstrations as an example of a
counterinsurgency doctrine aimed at isolating leaders and radicals,
and reveals the role of the ACLU in helping police to develop policy.

Dismantle the ADL: The Anti-Defamation League’s record of racist
counterinsurgency and espionage

Masquerading as a “civil rights” group, the ADL is a
counterinsurgency and espionage organization whose mission is to
protect the mutual interests of the US and Israeli governments, and
to eliminate solidarity among oppressed peoples, especially
concerning Palestine. The ADL spies on and criminalizes activists
(using its connections to governments, police, schools, and
corporations) while undermining their work by pushing its own



state-sanctioned, pro-“Israel” agenda. And while the ADL claims to
represent Jews and to fight “antisemitism” on their behalf, the
organization has supported anti-Jewish state violence and sanitized
Nazis. The ADL cannot be reformed: it must be dismantled and
whatever resources it has should go towards repairing the many
harms it has done.

Charity is Theft: The Gann Foundation and Boston’s Zionist NGO
circuit
Charity is fundamentally misconstrued as a selfless and generous
act. In reality, charitable donations are supporting the colonization
of Palestine and violence worldwide. This article provides an
introduction to united states tax law as it applies to charitable
donations, highlighting legal tax evasion, the ways in which taxes
nurture wealth building, and the transfer of wealth to the political
darling projects of the rich.

Most connected entities by type

Weapons/Robotics:
Raytheon Lockheed Martin General Dynamics Boeing Lenco
Armored Vehicles Elbit Systems

More about the project

News

Sept 7, 2022: The Mapping Project stands firmly with Palestine



Action and Elbit Eight. Read our statement.

Interviews

‘Our struggles are truly connected’: an interview with the Mapping
Project

Mapping Project highlights US imperialism, Zionism and complicit
institutions from Boston to Palestine

Solidarity statements

Reject Repression: Support the Mapping Project

Mapping Project highlights US imperialism, Zionism and complicit
institutions from Boston to Palestine

The Jericho Movement Supports The Mapping Project

Solidarity with the Mapping Project and BDS Boston from Virginia
Defenders for Freedom, Justice & Equality

Analysis

Connecting the Dots: The Liberationist Ethos of the Mapping
Project

Mapping our differences for Palestine’s liberation

Mapping project lays bare deep linkages between Zionism, US
imperialism

A Tactic Not a Trademark: How the BDS National Committee
Supports the Liberal Zionist Agenda

Coverage in Arabic

https://al-akhbar.com/Palestine/339075

https://hadfnews.ps/post/101882

https://al-akhbar.com/Palestine/339075
https://hadfnews.ps/post/101882

